Looks Like We Saw A Lot of Bare Chest from Dunhill’s Models on The Runway at Paris Fashion Week!

A peak into Mark Weston’s sleek and elegant suit jacket look with a simple touch of some new materials.
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The Dunhill Men’s Spring 2021 collection by creative director Mark Weston was presented via live stream from London for Paris Fashion Week on September 28, 2020. The collection revealed some new touches to his suit jacket looks. The pandemic led several designers to have ample amount of time to think about new ideas for their spring collections, and that’s exactly what Mark Weston did. He took a new spin on things and added to his design process with new construction.

Dunhill’s clothing has a very unique, elegant style, which we have seen in prior shows. Weston added a tremendous amount of detail to his pieces, such as external stitches. This collection displayed the elegant look, with the intention of showing off some bare chest under the suit jackets and popping the collar to show the flawless finishing underneath. Weston’s team used a series of fabrics such as Silesian cotton, collar canvas, horsehair and Holland linen, which were seen in various jackets on the runway. Needless to say, these jackets will be a hit for the Spring 2021 season!

There were many other traditional looks, like the boxy shoulder jacket which was silk, and the reversed pleated peg leg trousers. The stitching seen on these jackets makes it appear as if the clothing is inside out, which is what Mark Weston was aiming for. The clothing flows smoothly on the models as they walked the runway while looking like they have a light feel to them. The color scheme of this collection was mainly black, white, beige, and grey, with a few of shirts having designs on them with a silk flowy look.
Almost all of the models were showing off some chest while wearing v-neck shirts, along with suits and bomber jackets. While many people may think exhibiting the chest isn’t “classy,” Mark Weston knows this is one of his greatest looks. I can definitely agree with Mark Weston, that with a simple touch of bare chest underneath this impeccable tailored jacket, there is nothing more elegant looking! The construction of the clothes in this collection was important to Weston. The designer states on his website, “This collection is not simply about deconstruction, but construction. It’s about the joy of making clothes and the emotional investment in them. These things felt particularly resonant at this time.”

Everyone always needs a suit jacket, so don’t be afraid to show a little chest at times to get the perfect look!